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Rail Innovation
Managed & planned site support 



Power generation combined with the
management and distribution of power
is the backbone of an efficient site.
Integrated Rail Services will plan and
supply the required power to your site
from portable generators delivering up
to 6.25kva with larger systems
supplying up to 2000kva.  Generators
can be fitted with remote, automatic
and timed controls. 

For mains dependent sites we supply
bespoke Automatic Mains Failure
systems where a standby generator
will automatically start if the mains
supply fails. 

Power distribution will be planned to
maximise efficiency with considerable
fuel savings, space saving, lower
environmental impact and reduced
health risk.

Integrated Rail Services has considerable

experience planning and supplying
heating and ventilation to numerous
sites especially tunnels and sub-surface
rail projects.  

We can supply portable electric fan
heaters from 2kw to 30kw and
ventilation fans from 300 - 1400mm
to suit a wide variety of operations. 

Integrated Rail Services install, maintain
and move heating and ventilation
equipment as the project progresses.

Torrent Trackside Integrated Rail Service             

Power Generation
and Management

Heating and Ventilation

Cabling 
We have a complete range of high performance cabling,

capable of carrying from 16a to 660a.  Armoured, hi-viz and

zero halogen cables are also available. All our cables are plug

and play so there is no time wasted making connections



Our latest generation of water pumps
can meet a complete range of pumping

requirements. All offer reduced
emissions and noise and low fuel
consumption.

Our electric submersible pumps can
pump 2lt - 300lts per second.  Diesel
versions from 3” to 8” diameter can
pump 30 - 325lts and have a hidrostal
pump end which enable them to pump
large solids without clogging.

We also provide a wide range of hoses
and accessories including lay flat,
armoured and lightweight hoses and
control equipment.

A range of mobile and fixed bowsers are

available storing from 105 to over
20,000 litres. Many of our bowsers
benefit from advanced storage and
security features such as lockable
compartments and integrated fuel
pumps.  Our bowsers can be fully
metered and offer bespoke filters for
cleaner fuel dispensing.     

Integrated Rail Services will deliver and
set up bowsers when and where they
are needed, we will also monitor usage
and refill as required. Spill kits and fire
appliances are also available.

Integrated Rail Services has one of the
largest ranges of trackside and tunnel
lighting in the UK. Our PTS, LUL and DLR
certified staff can maintain and modify
the lighting as required throughout the
project, ensuring smooth progress and
minimum downtime.  Site engineers can

be available for the duration of the project.

Some of our lighting products include; link

lighting, tower lighting, inflatable lighting

(to reduce glare), 5’ strip lighting, and
festoon lighting strings.  LED options are

also available. 

At the end of the project our engineers
dismantle, remove or make safe all
lighting equipment used.
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Integrated Rail Services will install an
effective fire/first aid point system for
confined access sites.  Used in
conjunction with trackside lighting call
points can be located at intervals along
the track with a central control panel
located in the site office.

This wireless system eliminates the
reliance on mobile phones or two way
radios eliminating interference and
signal problems.  

This system can also be used in
conjunction with an air quality
monitoring system allowing all staff to
see a visual warning to clear the area.

We can supply diesel compressors from
175 - 1200CFM and electric compressors

from 120 - 800CFM. Generator powered

electric compressors can offer fuel
savings of up to 50% when compared to

diesel compressors.

A full range of hoses, receivers and
distribution manifolds are available to
suit most applications.

            unning, safe and efficient site

Evacuation Alarm Systems Compressed Air



Planning and operating tunnel and sub
surface rail projects is a complicated and
time consuming task.  Specialist services
such as lighting, ventilation, safety, fuel, air
and storage all need co-ordinating and
matching to specific equipment within an
overall budget and to tight deadlines.  This
process often involves hiring plant from
many suppliers leaving projects
fragmented and an organisational
nightmare.  

Torrent Trackside’s Integrated Rail Services
division will solve this planning headache.
Our  expertise and buying power will plan
and implement a full site support service
for your rail maintenance and construction
projects, helping ensure they run
smoothly, to budget and are completed to
deadline.

Integrated Rail Services is also ideal for
projects including large bridges, viaducts
and areas of limited clearance.

A summary of our main site support
services is explained on the next pages. 

Effective Power Management -

Safer, greener and more efficient

Significant cost savings and environmental benefits can
be achieved through efficient power management.
Integrated Rail Services has a complete range of the
latest generators, distribution and cabling.  Our
professionals will plan the most efficient power supply
for the project and then install the correct equipment
when it is required.

For example, with a project involving a stretch of
lighting and the need for various small power tools,
ventilation and communications one solution would be
to run all items from separate generators or use diesel
powered equipment.  However Integrated Rail Services
could install a power management plan with just one
generator to power all the equipment.  This would result
in a fuel saving of almost 75% and reduced labour costs
as there would only be one generator to maintain.
Workers would benefit from lighter tools, less noise,
lower HAVS rating, reduced emissions and increased
reliability.  

Having just one super silent generator would also
reduce noise pollution, exhaust emissions and as there
is only one fuel tank lower the chances of fuel spills and
leaks.

All you need for a smooth running site



Torrent Trackside
Keeping you on track 24/7

Integrated Rail Services is part of Torrent
Trackside, the leading rail plant hire
company in the UK. Our customers benefit
from:

l 9 depots giving a full UK wide coverage

l A wide range of the industry’s most
innovative equipment

l The UK’s leading supplier of 
OLE equipment

l The most compliant and safety focussed
business in the sector 

l A near 100% reliability record

l Professional service from dedicated rail 
industry experts

Integrated Rail Services is based at our
Tottenham Depot and we offer a full
nationwide service through our nineregional
depots and over fifty Vp depots.

For more information contact our 24 hour
helpdesk on:

0845 769 7168      
www.torrent.co.uk

mail@torrent.co.uk

torrenttrackside          

VpTorrent


